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The general geonOrphological features of the area finder investigation L)rairia►^,e and
`; are found to be closely relateet to thelithology and structure of the Geomorphology
rock exposures, as well as tho erosional characteristics of desert regions. j
The Nharga-Dakhla Oases area is divided into the following main geo-
morphological 'units (rib, 51 i
I. ` El Sha-hab =E1 Nazzi Hills
f ,' II.	 West Thebes Plateau r
+
,-
^ : ITT.	 Miar a Oasis r
i IV.	 El Kharafish-Abu Tartur Plateau
V.	 'Dakhla Oasis
r VI.	 West I<har,,,a Oasis Plain. i
These geomorphological units are normally well defined and the t
boundaries among them are established in the reference to the natural,
gooyraphical features characterizing the investigated area; 	 including`
the River Nile, the depressions, the plateaus with steep escarpments and ;	 t	 y
, the extensive sand sheets.
From the interpretation of LA114DSAT-1 satellite images coverinb' z
the kharga-Dakhla Oases area, numerous drainage lines have been trac-
ed which, are of local and regional importance.	 In the drainage map
(Fig. 2), ;drainage lnles are Found to farm different patterns of variable ,
e;Aension	 density and texture according to the prevailing geological,- x s
stxucturcl and physiological features of the above mentioned geomor-
phological units of the area.
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The new drainage ,niap reveals additional new data as well as some
changes in various features of the investigated area when comparod
to the previously available regional map s of the same area.	 Among the
numerous striking differences whieb have been Visualized on the analysis
1	 ^ of LANDSAT-I satellite images are the following examples
_^	 ^.
s	
l
I. Some changes of the River Nile, course have been clearly dis-
tinguished, identified and exactly followed.
2. Certain low lands within the depressioils of I harga. and Dakhla_ l=
Oases are filled with water forming shallow lakes and water ponds sur-
rounded by wetlands of moistened soil_
3.	 The distribution and configuration of cultivated lands both along^
the studied part of the Nile galley and in the iharga and Dakhla Oases
have been exactly delineated.
	 Moreover, it has been possible to rusting-
l wish between the green and the dry cultivation in March 1973.
4. The sand dune belts have been re-dellneated and they appear {
to have undergone changes iii their shape, site and extension, especial-
ly due to their migration eastwards by the action of the prevailing north- ^'	 3
westernly winds. }	 1
I' Numerous drainage .lines have been traced in the new drainage map
allover the investigated area showing different patterns according to the
' regional geological and structural .features as well as the prevailing phy-
siographical conditions.
l tl The geonlorphological unit to the east of the Nile Valley, namelyEl Shagllab-El Nazz! Hills, is characterized by a Coarse dendritic pat-
1	 ,
}
i tern of wide drainage lines extending front. the hilly country in the East-` i
GY ern Desert westwardq to the River Nile.r
Ni To the west of Nile Valley, the west Thebes Plateau unit, mainly
.or^stituteci of limestone, is dissected by thin ckainage lines running ii1.
l Various directions. 	 Most of these wadis are long but rather narrow ?	 ;
anti extending generally in slab-parallel sets.
	
Some of them are drain-
ing eastwards to the River Nile, ivllile others represent internal drain-
_ ? age lineswithin the fractured and gravelly surface of the linie-Aone
`	 1 plateau. r
1 The escarpment overlooking the hliarga Oasis eastwards extends
in an almost N-S trend and is intensively dissected. by fine dendritiC ^
' drainage „ lines arranged ill ;parallel to sub-parallel SCls runni ng towards }'
the Pharga Oasis Depression.
I Some parallel to sub-parallel long o.rainage lines with a, general E-W
e trend have been` distinguished on 0 liha;iafish=Abu Tartur- Plateau, The
escarpment, defining the southern boundary of the plateau and in gen-
' eral terms the northwardly limits` of the depre&;ions, is intensely dis-
sected by fine parallel drainage pattern extending generally southwards
`oNvards the d^nressions of Dakhla. Oasis, Darb El- Ghabari and Kharga; 4
,
Oasis.
i
-	 t	 }
`i
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The West Rharga Oasis Sandy Plain, covered plainly by various
Nubian Sandstone units; shows drainage patterns of several types, den-
	
t	
-
	l	 sities and directions, but most of them are draining internally.- The re-
' t	latively Ion; more or less E-W drainage lines in this plain are strrrctur-
	
a	 ally controlled by fractures of the same trend, while the NNW-SSE
	
t	 and the almost N-S lines are generally parallel to the commonly occur-
ring, sand dune belts though also appearing; to be structurally controlled,
	
j	 Some of these parallel drainage systems are formed of fine and short
	
1	 dendril.ic tributaries. At the same time, some of the long drainage 	 j k
r `
	
lines particularly those extending in the NNW-SSE trend are found 	 1 x
to occujay the narrow low lands between. the longitudinal sand chinet	
.
,
	` 
t	 belts,
i	 Moreover, the roughly NF- SW` drainage present in the northeastern
1	 part of the plain under consideration is believed to be related to sonic
rraes of fold traces occurring in about the same trend.
	
f i l	 Kliarga Oasis constitutes a natural excavation in the surface of the 	 Lands )rms	 t
	
ii 1	 de,aert west of the Nile. It is elongated in a N-S direction, and it is bound-t
ed on the east., north and partly on the west by precipitious escarp- 	 I
t	
'
i	 ments rising more than 300 m above the oasis floor. Within that de-
pression and also within Dalchla Oasis Depression past wet climate and
present pi Lwailin aridity are manifested, The stron • h dro • r a hie	 S1	 1,	 g-, 	 ^	 Y	 J'	 g ' p	 ,
s
	
'	 pattern witnessed in the plateau and in the escarpments, and the domin-
mice of the lacustrine and alluvial °deposits, during the prevalence of
the wet climatic conditions, indicate that tho water action was also	 t :	 g
operath e in the excavation processes of Rhar a and Dalchla Oases
	
'9.	beside the wind factor, bath have acted on a basialiy favorable tectonic 	 i }
fra?new orls . 1
	t	 The morphologic feactures displayed in Khar'a Oasis are distinguish
	
i ¢	 ed into (1) the elevated plateau, (2) the foothill slopes, and (3) the 	 i
Kharga Oasis Depression. 	 1 i
The elevated plateau is dominated by calcareous rocks belonging
I mainly to the Early Eocene. It rises to about 350111. above the lowlying dei^t'ession floor, and is dissected by a number of dry wadis direct;-
i
	r	 ed to the depression, The surface of this plateau is not Smooth and. it4	 i '	 slopes regionally in the eastward direction following the general basinal
i	 structural condition to the east. The eastern plateau extends further to
	
i'	 the east till it bounds the Nile Basin on the western side. The western	 f
	
i	 plateau rises more than x:00 m above the depression floor, and is domin-
cited by Late Cretaceous chancy limestones. 	 ..^
x
The transition from the , ,plateau to the Rharga Oasis Depression
°. t	 is rapid and is .marked by 'steep escarpments bounding the depression
	 t s t
?	 from the east, north and northwest. The southern and western boun-
	 j
darie, of the depression are ill-defined and the latter is quite open,
These escarpments which represent the foot-hill slopes are occupied
by softer beds belonging, to the late Cretaceous. The slopes are develop-  
ed in the eastern side steps. 'Low sand dimes' are accumulated along }
the foot of these slopes.
i
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The eastern escarpment runs almost in an N-S direction and is dis-
sected by numerous gullies which are remnants of old drainage lines
i directed into the depression.	 In some places, e.g. east Bulaq, and Baris,
' this trend is deviated into the `ENE-WSW.
The northern escarpment, is marked by an upper steep face of white
limestone.	 In the northwest, the slopes are irregular and much broken
I r
rl up.	 On the western side, the slopes are highly broken into a number
of isolated hillocks and are largely covered b y sands.
Kharga Oasis Depression is elongated and runs in a N-S direction,
k and extends eastward to the foot of the escarpment situated at an eleva-l do-n of + 150 m above :sea level. 	 The land surface slopes gently towards
the axial portion of the depression which is situated along the line ex-
tending from El Maharig to Baris, at a rate of about 7m/km.
 Within Kharga Oasis Depression two local sumps exist; one to he
' } northeast of Gebel El darn where the elevation is about one meter.
` above sea level and the other exists at Oasr El Zaiyan with a surface
elevation of about + 7 m.
A l ++ The surface is dotted by 
a number of elevated points which break
the monotony of the scenery , e.g. Gebel Tarif. (+430m), Gebel El Teir
(+320m),  Gebel Tarawan (+150m), Gebel Ghanima (+383m) and
E	 ` Gebel El Ghanayim ( +375 m) .
	
The surface is also dotted by a num-
'
`
ber of low lying hills which are underlain by Nubian. Sandstone at El
f Naditra, El (warn, El Zaiyan and El Gala.
The axial portion- of Kharga Oasis Depression is essentially cover-	 a
f ed by lacustrine deposits which are developed into extensive flats or
y
t	 i
occur in the form of .isolated hammocks 	 in the N-S direction... oriented i
f These	 deposits represent the more	 suitable cultivable land in the 	 r j
. I depression which is also dominated by local marshes developed due to
the misuse of groundwater. }
Outside the axial portion and due to its marginal portions, the {
surface of the depression is almost barren and merges into the ex- #
{ treme desert to the west.	 Generally, the depression is covered with i
Nand accumulations in the form of crescentic ,sand dunes and sand
= f sheets.
Dakhla Oasis Depression- is bounded on the northern side by a pre-
. cipitous escarpment which rises some 300m. above the depression- floor 	 s
and which marks the edge of the extensive limestone plateau rising t
about 400 in 	 sea level.
Generally, the landscape in Dakhla Oasis is distinguished into : 1
(1)	 the northern structural plateau,	 (2)	 the central piedmont plain,- 	 r
and (3) the southern structural _plain.
The northern structural plateau lies to the north of Dakhla Oasis
Depression and extends northward to Farafra Oasis. 	 The surface of
such plateau is underlain by weathered resistant limestone and slopes i
fi	
..
r	
-
.
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t alluvial
	
deposits
	 comprising horizontal	 gravel terraces	 are	 existing.
F	 ,`
i
Down stream of these wadis, fan deposits are accumulated.
! The plateau constitutes a dead watershed and is dissected by aa
number of dry drainage litres directed to the depression, -e.g. Wadi El
sattikh, Wadi El Tawil and Wadi Budkhulu,
	
Within thel;e wadis young
alluvial	 deposits	 comprising
	 horizontal gravel terraces are existing,
Down stream of these wadis, fan deposits are accumulated.
The limestone of the plateau surface, is underlain by shales and
sandstone which constitute the face of the escarpment overlooking ! r
Dakhla Oasis Depression to the north.	 This escarpment runs almost I
c; in an E-W direction .for about 200 Rin, but locally it showsa zigzag
?	 t	 ,
I	
^ forth, and in this respect it corresponds to minor structural undulations. i
'
I
This phenomenon is responsible for the development of Long rocky ton- !
uues Protruding into the depression.	 The face of the escarpment is 4
developed in some localities into steps where they form secondary 4
fi = plateaux at lower altitudes. }
a The piedmont plain represents the low area confined. between the
rc
L
foot of the escarpment and the southern structural plain. 	 The surface
,.
- of this plain is dominated by destroyed lacustrine deposits which are r
x developed into a, variety of landforrns, e.g. elongate hammocks, irregular
i bullies and barren mud flats.k I1
The northern portion of this plain, which occupies the narrow
?	 t strip adjacent to the foot of the escarpment, is characterized by its i
undulating relief.	 The surface of this portion is barren with regard l	 f	 l
to vegetation and is dominated by stony sails.	 This surface is also k
dotted by few rocky hills which are detached front the plateau, e.g. +
Garet El Ma\vhoub (Gebel Ednlonstonc).l
i On the other Band, the central portion which occupies much of i{
the Dakhla Oasis Depression runs in an E-W direction, and extends
1	 1 for c, distance of about 100 ken, 	 Th is portion rises to 125 in above sea
#s level, with some hillocks rising abruptly froni the surface and reaching
z
€_ to +150 in.	 The surface of this central portion of the piedmont plainC i	 t1 is dominated by a variety of younger deposits, e.g. lacustrine clays,
gravels of alluvial origin, eolian. sands and saline deposits. 	 These ,young-
k, er deposits tape a variety of landfornts which are exemplified by the
' following
i
1	 Clay hai nnocks
! Dominating the central portion of the depression, and composed of 1
ttg lacustrine deposits which are dominated by fine sand and gypseous clay.
2	 Saud dunes
E; isting in the western portion at El Qasr, lit gn-larm>.n, El Gididsl }
s
and Bitdl;llulu. The dunes are a.^ ranged into dune ridges which are in
.,....s
,v_	
,	
.al- 	
.Nary	 _:_ Sn/ •	 -J
{{{j i^	 x^	 t	 w	 N
^'i t	 4	
eits...;.;.;kdL^. 	 F	
f	 4
4
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r ly oriented in the NNW-SSE direction, and rise some 10 m above the
surrounding surface.
i	 s
1=
i 3. Flat playa surface
Constituting the cultivable locations in the depression. 	 Locally por-
tions of such locations are transformed into _sabkhas due to the pre-
vailing aridity and the misuse of groundwater.
' The structural plain occupies much of the southern extension of
Dakhla Oasis Depression, and is underlain by Nubian Sandstone. 	 The
surface, rising to more than + 200 m, is occasionally covered by drift
1 sands in the form of extensive sheets.	 This surface is dissected by
1	 C dry insequent wadis which are directed to the depression.
From the hydrophysiographical point of view, the elevated plateau
i	 1	 ' in both Jharga and Dakhla Oases acting at present as an almost dead
water-shed, was in late Tertiary and early Quaternary a widespread
t catchincr>t area for local rainfall. The surface runoff water was directed
I principally to the low depression areas where fresh' water lakes were
formed.	 This water- added much to the Nubian aquifer potentials, es-
,.i
pecially the upper` shallow aquifer. 	 At the same time, after drying,
lacustrine deposits are left behind, these forming now the base of the
soil deposits which are under reclamation in the area of investigation:.
These deposits contain a considerable salt content leached from the ex-
posed strata in the elevated plateau,	 The ground elevation in the cen-
tral portion of the depression areas is below the static level of the ground-
44
	 (
I'
water, a condition which is responsible for the free flowage of ground-
water,	 Due to this fact and under the present and conditions, occa-
sional salines and sabkhas have been formed.
Along the stretch between Idfu and Qena, the River Nile passes
1
through a relatively narrow wadi which is 'wounded on both sides by
an elevated plateau.
	 Between Idfu and Esna, this plateau is relative-
It ty low and is composed of tabular varicoloured Nubian Sandstone whereit varies in height from + 200 in to 300.m with, a general gentle dip of
1
141NW. Due north and northwest of this land stretch, the Nubian
Sandstone is covered by ;soft and easily denuded shaly beds, and the
locality is deeply dissected by a network of ravines leavin g. hammocks,`
mounds and conical hills. On the west, this sandstone plateau is dissect-
1r ed by some dry wadis and their tributaries, e.g. Wadi Rimidin, Wadif Kheiber and Wadi E1 Raddah, which join the Nile Valley to the east.
I These wadis are characterized by the presence of gravelly terraces at
levels higher than the wadis floors.
E	 -I	 •
I
Due north of Esna, the calcareous plateau is developed where- the
Nubian Sandstone bounding cliffs disappear tinder young soft shaly
beds and Eocene limestone. This calcareous plateau represents elements
t	 I	 '; characterizing the and regions, i.c: the crest, the scarp and the pied-
mont.	 The limestone crest usually withstands denudation forming a
t` cap rock of the highest peaks of the outlier resulting from wadi erosion.
^^ i	 itI ,.	 ..
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I Between north l+ smt tliid Qc.MV to the east of the Nile, thud 11141111Y south
'1110 east of Melia beiltl, tl part of thh:' lililestolle platelill diffel's geolilor-
pholtllrieally from tho rest of thl' plateau. where U 15 highly dissected
"	 '	 y forming it t)tLdlalld area Mid1Viil	 1'ise	 to some isolateel pealCS, ^'.t.
uk',,bel 'B1 Nivzzi (-t-G70ul), Gebel SO"Ki ( 11= 627m) wid Gebel A li Had
595 in),	 The effect of ()-rosion till the outeroppiii-, rock types re-(	 In
-sii,W* in it landscape of desert tables rind pedestal rooks, 	 `.l'he plateau
^. here is dissected by lllllnerolls dry Nvadis, the Most prominent of which
are Wadi El ' adi n ud, %idi Leidulx and Uirther to the north Wadi
t' Celia.	 Along the slopes of these wtndis, grave lly deposits ill the form
of
	
terraces are e\Astin 	 illclicatin, several eeosional	 iLud	 depositional
l itages goverlled by chaiige ,.S ill the loolil base level. 	 Oil the we6t of the
l; R Aver NNN, the limestone plateall. is move prominent mid ,runs, coati-#
ultously- txorderiii - ill some places the Nile ittielf, and rising: some 400 ni
{ abave .it,
The tri msition from the phitemi lilto the wmli is Marked by vertical
f lii & of llllrren reeks which show diftereiAW dissolutions and eves.
t	 Y `.fhe foot of these cliffs passt Ns into the low lyltig .flood plain throvi h
the piedilmeut plaili, the surface of which is occ ipied by irregular mock
R -a-Merits of different sizes; represeutiti- successive doN nw sh deposit~
t
accumulated duri^lig phases of wet climatic conditions. I
The lowlands on both sides of the Nile Course are occupied by the
valloy till. deposits Miieh tare differentiated Auto
^l^lle 1'1Locello fluviatilo, conglomerates_ salads anti clays deposited s
{
L 
theoufleii e	 eer' tributaries to the. bile, tied exlsthio, at eleva-
A
	
'reaching+ 160 m.
2, The HSlio-Pleistocene torraces deposits; fritigbig the escitrpments
oil Moth Sides of Uie Nile Valley,	 These lire composod' of conglonlerates ^	 ^
interbedded with gypsiferous aiid Calcareous clays, sillldstolles, laminated
I sllal	 sands crier ;inixed grtivt' , ^lti ttud salads with pebbles derived from thez
€
y
Nubian Sandstone, its well a,-, the i4 ueous and illett mo:rpble> rooks. The
`x	 ^ X f 'a	 1	 T	 i] 1	 1}dC`^l^lopnlellt of tllc5+w tel`rtLl;^S lS cCllltl'olle(1 b^
	 Cl1tLn^Cs ]71 the. 	 level,
4F i obali es in the water volume and load, and ehallges in the .hydrogritphic
system of the Nile,
3, The Holocelae Nile silt forlllblz the ilatuva.l river blinks.
	 This
` i Nile silt, constiti.16111- the flood, plahis,	 is Constituted of very fanelv
^divkk?d 'mitt ral Matter, -.fine rtuarGz 1,4flnd and or°ail^le nlil.terial, lvhlch
^^ t were deposited Ian flood '\voters in the Course of `recollt -eolo .1cal times, ^
r	 :i
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The structural lineation map of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases area (Fig. 3),
i interpreted from LANDSAT-1 satellite images and corroborated by field
' f investigations, • shows many linear elements of structural significance.
3 Some curve:l lineaments and circular features have been distinguished L	 '.
_} which are seemingly due to regional folding of the sedimentary cover. #`
Fractures A
F The studied area is dissected by 1510 fracture lines of various attitudes (Including Faults r	 kand ages where some of them can be considered as faults when associat-
ed  with either vertical or horizontal displacements while many other Y
i lineations represent joints and fractures. 	 Most drainage lines usually l
j follow the previously mentioned lineaments.
	 Table 1 and Fig. 6 show #
the distribution according to number of all lineaments in relation to
° !A their azimuth direction. 	 It has been found out that there are four pre- t'
• dominant sets of lineaments in the investigated area trending N15"W-
S15„ E representing 13.64%. of all lineaments, N5 0W-S50E representing t
”	 "	 c	 "9.80 0/o, N15 E-515 W making up 9.54 /o and N35 W-S35 E forming•. 8.86 /a 1;	 iV 1 f
, t of all lineaments. 	 Some ,minor sets of lineaments are noticed in the;.
N450 • 55'E-S45 u55°W and in the E-W trends. However, there are cer-
tain
	
significant	 trends	 for	 the distribution, of	 structural
	
lineations
r r in ' each geomorphological unit (Fig. 5) of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases l
area.	 On the other, hand, the lineaments are greatly variable in their
: strike length from less than 1 km to more than 20 km (Table 2, Fig. 7).
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rTABLE I c Azimuth frequency distribution of lineaments according to their number, in the Khorgo-Dakhla Oases creo.
	
Unit	 I	 II	 III	 IV	 VI
` El Shaghob-	 El Kharofish-
'West Thebes	 West Khorgo	 Total
1 El Nozzi	 Oosis
	
Khorgo Oasis	 Abu Torfur	 Dakhla Oasis	 m
Trend '	 Hills	 plateauPlate u 
No.	 %	 No.	 No.	 %	 No.	 c	 No.	 %	 No.	 %a	 No.
N80°-90°W 	..	 3	 5.00	 28	 6.36	 7	 3.89	 13	 10.83	 7	 2.26	 7	 1.75	 65	 4.30	 c°	
°	 0.96	 6	 1.50	 27	 1.79	
a
N70 -80 ^/ . , ........	 2	 333	 5	 1.14	 1	 0,56	 10	 8.33	  
N60°-70°W	 1	 1.67	 14	 3.18	 -	 -	 10	 8.33	 2	 0.65	 3	 0.75	 30	 1.99 CL
N500-60°W .	 10	 16.67	 16	 3.64	 -	 -	 2	 1.67	 2	 0.65	 4	 1.00	 34	 2,25	
,c
i	 m
f	 -^	 N400-50°W	 5	 8.33	 26	 5.91	 3	 1.67	 -	 -	 5	 1.61	 17	 4,25	 56	 3.71
I,cN304 -40°W	 .....	 5	 8.33	 90	 9.09	 5	 2.78	 1	 0.83	 16	 5.16	 3 i	 7.75	 98	 6.49'	 o
11200-300W ..........	 7	 11.67	 13	 2.96	 6	 3.33	 6	 5.00	 20	 6.45	 75	 18.75	 127	 8.41
n
N 10°-20°W	 3	 5.00	 12	 2.73	 34	 18.88	 25	 20.84	 33	 10.65	 99	 24.75	 206	 13.65	 3
N 0°-10 0W ........ ..	 1	 1.67	 30	 6.82	 56	 31.11	 4	 3,33	 30	 9.68	 27	 6.75	 148	 9.80	 3
N 00-100 0	 2	 3.33	 24	 5.46	 25	 13.89	 6	 5.00	 41	 13.23	 31	 7.75	 129	 8.54
>
N 10 0-20°E 	_	 1	 1.67	 45	 10.22	 9	 5.00	 9	 7.50	 69	 22.26	 11	 2.75	 144	 9.54	 3S
N200-300 E	 2	 3.33
	
27	 6.14	 6	 4.44	 5	 4.17	 31	 10.00	 8	 2.00	 81	 5.36	 m
N30°'-40°E	 4	 6.67
	
31	 7.04	 5	 2,78	 2	 1.67	 22	 7.10	 6	 1-50	 70	 4.64	 T
O
	i	 N400-501T	 28	 e.36	 10	 5..56.	 2	 1.67	 15	 4.84	 18	 4.50	 73	 4.83' LL
	
raj	 N500 -60°E	 2	 333	 2S	 6.36	 6	 333	 1	 0.83	 5	 1.61	 19	 4.75	 61	 4.04
	
11	 a,N600 -70 °E ..........	 5	 8.33	 25	 5.68	 -	 8	 6.67
	
3	 0.96	 13	 3.25	 54	 3.58 D
.. N700-80°E	 3	 5.00
	 34	 7.73	 4	 2.2.2
	
6	 5.00	 1	 0.32	 10	 2.50	 58	 3.84	 CM.
N80°-900 E	 ..........
	 4 	 6.67
	 14	 3.18	 1	 0.56	 10	 8.33	 5	 1.61	 15	 3.75	 49	 3.25
CL
	1	 Tonal	 60	 100.00	 440	 100.00	 180	 100.00	 120	 100.00
	
310	 100.00	 400	 100.00	 1510	 100.00'
a.
TABLE : 2 Azimuth frequency distribution of structural lineaments, according to their lengths, in the Kharga - Dakhla Oases area.
	
Unit	 1	 11	 111	 IV
	
V	 VI	
- -
El KhorafishEl Shaghab-	 -West Thebes	 West Kharga	 Total
ND
El Nazsi	 Kharga Oasis
	
Abu Tortur	 Dakhla OasisPlateau
	 OasisTrend 	 Hills	 Plateau	 ^}
2
km	 %	 km	 °fo km	 %	 km	 %	 km	 % km	 %	 km
	
1\1800-900W	 44	 5.16	 322	 5.84	 31	 120	 149	 13.03	 37	 2.17	 252	 4.83	 835
	
4.91
N700-80OW .	 13	 1.52	 114	 2.07	 5	 0.19	 125	 10.93	 22	 1.29	 50	 0-96	 329	 1.93	 T
	
N600-700W ..........	 15	 1.76	 166	 3.00	 -	 S9	 7.78	 9	 0.53	 42	 0.81	 321	 1.89
N500-60OW .........	 169	 i 9.81	 200	 3.63	 23	 2.01	 8	 0.47	 28	 0.54	 428	 2.51	 0
	
^..i..	 O
	N400-50°W	 107	 12.55 422	 7.65	 I2	 0,46	 -	 -	 36	 2.11	 164	 3.14	 741
	 4.35	 0
	
N300-400W	 58	 6.80	 991	 17.96	 79	 3.05	 3	 0.26	 66	 3.86	 311	 5.96	 1508	 8.86
	
£	 N200-30OW	 88	 10.32 380	 6.89	 25	 0.97	 31	 2.71	 116	 6.79	 1039	 19.92	 1679	 9.86
	
^	
i
N 10°-20"W	 24	 2.81	 160	 2,90	 446	 17.23	 199	 17.40	 181	 10.60	 1281	 24.56	 2291
	
13.46	 0	 Y
N 00-10"W	 7	 0.82	 240	 4.35 1202	 46.44	 18	 1.57	 165	 9.66	 405	 7.77	 2037	 11.96 o
	
N 00-100E ..........	 20	 2.35	 191	 3.46	 504	 19.47	 26	 2.27	 200	 11.71	 256	 4.91	 1 197
	
7.03	 3
r-	 }
`	 N1 0°=200E 	..... _,....	 10	 1.17	 345	 6.25	 59	 2.28	 32	 2.80	 476	 27.86	 102	 1.96	 1024	 6.02	 °	 1'
1	 '	 C
'	 N200-300E	 17	 1.99	 129	 2.34	 61	 2.36	 22	 1.92	 181	 10.60	 69	 1.32	 479
	
2.81	 0
	
j	 A	
Y ^"'
	N300-400E	 _ _ . _ .....	 63	 7.39	 239	 4.33	 62	 2_-;0	 7	 0.61	 130	 7.61	 47	 0.90	 548	 3.22
	
N400-500 E	 . _ . _ . _ . _	 -	 241	 4.37	 55	 2.13	 22	 1.92	 39	 2.28	 164	 3.14	 521	 3.06
	
N500-600E	 29	 3.40 467	 8.46	 32	 1.24	 12	 1.05	 18	 1.05	 202	 3.87	 760	 4A6
	
N60°-700 E	 93	 i 0.90 280	 5.07	 -	 -	 167	 14.60	 14	 0.82	 201	 3.85
	 755	 4.43	 3
	
{{
	 °
O C	 N70°-800E	 . _ ... _ _ . ,_	 28	 3,28	 366	 6.63	 12	 0.:6	 68	 5.94	 1	 0.06	 217	 4.16	 692	 4.06	 o	 t "'"
	
N80 11 -900E	 68	 7:97	 265	 4.80	 3	 0_12	 151	 13.20	 9	 0.53	 386	 7.40	 882	 5.18
X	 Total
	 60	 100.00	 440	 100.00	 180	 100.00	 120	 100.00	 310	 100.00	 400	 100.00
	 1510	 100.00
cr
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1	 tl Shaxly, Ahdel ;Dearly, 171 Kansas, Wmaiw,	 El	 Amiri,	 0 Shazly and Abdal Megid
El Sha gha b-EI Na yzi Hills
x A
" I	 This part of the studied areal is traversed by lineaments, especially
those trending; N55V-855"R and N25, ,W-S?5°.+' which show no parti-
cular cle-sa displaeClllellts.
	 The part of the R iver Nile
 ,1Jll:s:+lli 	 tlir011 h
the investigated area stretching front ldfu northwards to gift seem-
1 Yingly coincide 1v nth. linear elen^lents trendingmalinly NNW-SSE, N-S and ' '	 d
NNE -SSW.	 These lineaments =- greatly control the course of the Nile,
and even the small sharp acinks encountered in its course. This observi- a
tion has also been reported before by the same authors alone the length
' of the Riven Nile from .l'dfu to South of Aswan (1-i"I Shazly, Abdel-Ha(ly,
El Ohalvaby and El 1',aassas, x974: a and '1974 u),
e West Thebes Plateau
1 This part of the iuvesti attd area is intenselytraversed by a lalny x
lineaunent:s _representing_ Lalults and fractures troudino ill various dirce-
tions for extensions xallgiu- from I km to more tllaln 125 Lill, thougo11
they constitute parallel) sets of certain trends,	 Ou tile, basis of 'their
nl1Xt71)t?r proportions there are three abundant sets of linoalnents trend-
^W ing Nt5 11E-S fS V, N35"W-S35"1 0, and X75°' ''-S 75 , W.	 However, according ^
`
f5i
to their lengthlength proportions the three abundant sets of lineaments are
^	 tir„ ^r ^, ^r	 ^	 ti, r•„ ^those trentiln	 N35'Nl-S^o E,	 Nu.S E-So5 N7	 and	 N=l5"\^l-Sa L,
r : Khargal, basis
This depression is ,_characterized by 0110 pl •esence of common lie ge-  ^
' < ameuts representing ions' faults and fractures trondin g generally in It 1
N-S direction with sligl t deviations towards the out or thewest, 	 Tho
' main_ sets arranged according to their abimdance are those trcndin ``
N511W-S5°E, N15"W-w L5"E and N5 ,, -S5" W.	 The pr esoraeo of the a -I moA _	 1
N-S faults and fractures ill the hha,r ti Oasis agrees NvIth the fhidinws
e of previous workers,
C
However, the p resent work, based on the llttCl'.i?retation of L' .AND-
` SAI%1 satellite images, yields	 eater number of lineaments, More exact s
'i delineation of these lineaments and their greitter" continuity along' their
strike in comparison to previous works.
z
El Kha nifish-Abe , '.Cartier .kla varle
f
Lineaments of considerable number and length proportions are cone- i
F 1ri011 lie this plateau a ged they- are foundUl 6vo main. trends of N3.5 11111- }
i	 s S1511E and Toughly E-W directions..M.oroover, iillnor Set's axe also obsorv- ¢
80a^	 of	 e ill)-ed in the N60? 1-8011r_ Sti0 , '^'L and N75 , E-S75"W trt^ttds, One 	 th
portitnt long faults of the WNW-ESE set is tbai;t roug,111y bom id imv the
. northwestern part of the escarpment„ An other 111ajor fault line trend-
`r l a	 ^,	 t	 axi81ng ENE-WSW is nearly conlciding with tlae trace of the fOLd-.e.\is 1ol'nl-
ing ' a nose at the western closure of Abu Tai rtttr plalte'aal
1
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Geology of Khorga-Dakhla Oases Area from	 Landsat-1	 Satellite	 Imagfs
e	 ;
I•
2
Valli la Oasis
l
1 -.: The most abundant ,set of lineaments traversing this part of the i	 t
's investigated area is trending N5"15"E-S5°-15C'W in a very conspicuous
x
`
r ; manner, especially along the southern slopes of the escarpment stand-
inb along thenorthern boundary of Dakhla Oasis Depression. 	 Two t
" •'` o.other sets of lineaments are also common; namely those of N25E-525 0W a#
and N15"W-S15 11E trends.	 Generally, these lineaments are relatively
r i short and are almost traced in the exposed bed rocks around the plateau.
Most of these linear elements are coinciding with parallel sets of fine i
dendritic drainage -lines -:trending southwards into the Dakhla Oasis t'	 l
_
Depression.
I
t
r	 .y West Kharga Oasis Plain
-.. This plain is found to be traversed by many linear_ elements which
were not shown in previous publications. 	 The delineated linear elements Y
` in this part of the studied area show an abundant set trending in the
i
N15°-25"W-S15"-25"E direction. 	 Moreover, two minor sets have been
` also observed trending N5"E-S5"W and N35 0W-S35"E.	 Although the 'al- i
most E-W trending lineaments are few in their number proportion, yet
they are extending for some considerable lengths" along their strike and
l	 _ representing about 12.23%, of the total lengths of lineaments in the ,	 k
considered Main, 	 It is noted that some of the major fault lines and i
fractures of the almost E-W trend are commonly intensely silicified and r
x ferruginated, thus they form dyke-like bodies as they are more resist- i	 r'
f ant to weathering relative to the surrounding sands and sandstones.
the curved lineaments delineated by the examination of LANDSAT-1 	 Folds
? satellite images are represented mainly by regionally important folds ?	 t	 a
as well as by circular features denoting large-scale domal or basinal l
. structures.	 Frequency distribution of 310 axes of the delineated fold-
ink; traces shows the presence of two main groups with their axes trend-
._ ing N55"E-S55"W and N6511W-S65"E, in addition to a less abundant group
of N25"r -525'W trend. These represent 8.06 yo, 7.42 6/(, and 7.10% respec-
Lively of the total number of axial traces. Moreover, minor folds have 1
their axes deviating widely around the E-W direction from N80°W-S80"E i
{ ,,to N30 W- ,'aSO"E to N$0"E-S80"W representing altogether about 12.58% !
,
4
+)f all the axial traces (Table -3 and Fig. 8).
	
Within the investigated fx	 1 Dakhla-Kharl;a Oases area each geomorphological unit is characterized
by certain pattern (Fig. 5) .
f
-
A,i
E1 Shagliab -El Nazzi Hills l
Two main groups of folds have been traced in this part of the in-
r vestigated area, with their axial traces trending generally in the N25"W-
<	 <	 i , t S25°E and N10"-30"E-510"-30"W directions. 	 The first group is apparent-
''^
! ly younger and it influences the Early Eocene sediments of Gebel El ,..
Nazzi and Gebel Rahmaniya, and these folds are plunging SE with
smoothly rounded closures. 	 The second older group is superimposed
I on the Late °Cretaceous rocks to the southeast of Wadi El Shoki and
f`^f
TABLE 3	 Azimuth fregrenry distribution of axes of fold traces in the Kharga - Dakhla Oases- ores. -
Unit I 11 I11 IV	 - Y-- VI
El Shoghab- West Thebes EI Khorafish- West Khorga Total
Trend
El Nossi
Mills Plateau
Khorgo Oasis Abu
Plateau
Tortur Dakhla Oasis Oosis
No. G No. GYG No. G N0. % No. TO No. ^'G No. 7G t!
y 1*:SG^-9G^f3 -	 - 20 15,15 1 2.86 2 8.00 6 1.25 - - 24 7.74
a-# E7Ga-80°V3 9 6.82 1 2,86 1 4.00 5 -6.25 - 16 5.16r
1641 -70 ^t3 . , .. , .... 1	 4.76 10 7.58 1 2.86 7 28.00 3 3.75 T 5-88 23 7.42 a+c	 t
3+i50u-6C1{ i	 436 2 9.52 & 2.86 2 8.00 3 3.75 - - g 2.90,;
N40'>-50oW 2	 9,52 8 6.06 2 5,71 - - 3 375 - 95 4.84
1430v-400!3 1	 476 5 3.79 2 5 7I 1 4.00 5 6.25 - 14 432
NNYI-3011W 5	 23.82 3 2.27 1 2.86 -- - 6 7.50 1 5.88 16 5,16 "4u,
N10a-20{^W ...., ...:. 1	 4.76: _ ._, 6 17.14 _ _ 3 3.75 2 11,77 12 3.87 Ia	 ,
N 0a-100'N 4 3.03 2 8,60 5 6+.25 1 5.88 12 3.87
` N Or-10^E ..	 ... _ :.: -	 - 6 x.54 11.43 1 4.030 6 7.50 2 11,77 19 6.13
a, 1NM'-2CKE ....... 3	 14.29 8 3.79 5 1 -1.28 2 8;00 4 5.00 1 5.88 20 6.45 --
1420a-30"E . 3	 14,23 5 3,79 1 4.00 10 12.50 3 17.65 22 7,10
N304-400E .. _ .. 1	 4.76 5 6.06 4 11.43 2 8,00 4 5.00 1 5.88 20 6.45 vt
_ N406-50GE . _ 2	 9.52 5 3.79 - - 1 1.00 7 &.75
-
- 15 4.84 6r^
N50n-60°E 1	 4.76 15 11.36 4 11.4.3 1 4:00 4 5.00 - 25 8.06
N60«-706 E 11 833 2 571 T 4M 2 2.50 3 17.6= n9 6..13
I NOa-80aE 6 4.54 1 4.00 5 6.25 2 11,717 14 4.52 m
hl$Oa-90 10 7.58 1 2.86 - - 4 5.00 - 15 4.84
_ ii
Total 21	 100,00 132 100.00 35 100.00 25 100.00 80 100.00 17 100.00 310 1€10,00
i
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Geology of Khorgo-Dak_hlo Ooses Area 	 from	 Landsot-I
	
Satellite Images
	 21	 .;
they' are of sinuous plunging type with relatively sharp and tight clos-
ures. i4
West Thebes Plateau
This Part of the studied area is characterized by sinuous .folding
traces extending regionally in the NE-SW and NNW-SSE directions,
1 which reveals two major folding systems with their axial traces trend- 'r# in€, ;NW-SE and N85 1,W-SS511E, respectively. 	 The first folding is mani-
fested in the limestone plateau on the western side of Nile Valley, r
and it is represented by open .folds slightly plunging to S-E. 	 The see-
ondi
 folding system is exhibited by regionally extending set of sinuous .
r lineations and crenulations	 along the eastern escarpment bounding
Kh: rga Oasis Depression which continue further southeastward to join
Sin El Kaddab escarpment. 	 Accordingly, this folding is a major one i
of regional extension and includes some smaller folds represented by}}
fI
minor crenulations of }parallel trends.	 Folds of this set are usually
of the open type but slightly plunging to E-S-E.	 Moreover, some cir-
culax structures have been delineated from the LANDSAT4 satellite
images in the West Thebes Plateau. 	 These are represented by doubly- ._
' plunging anticlines or sometimes by Boma , structures superimposed onI the Early Eocene limestones, with their long axial traces ,generally t]
z ^ trending in the NNE-SSW direction.
tr Nhurgu Oasis
Few curved lineaments are being traced in this part of the inve- stigat-
1 i ed area which are superimposed mainly on tiie Late Cretaceous rock t	 '
exposures of sandstones and shales-clays belonging to the Nubian Sand-
x" ;torie and El 'Mahariq Formation.	 These are generally sinuous open
folds having two main axial. traces trending in theNA5"W-Si15°E and
N15"E-S150W directions and they are slightly plunging to N-W and N.E.
respectively, Moreover, some localized minor folds possess oval or cir-
cular closures with their axial traces trending .mostly 'N-S
	
It is note- '
1k worthy that there is a ` reat coincidence of the main fault lines and
fold axes trending generally N-S in Kharga Oasis Depression. 	 Ghobrial
` (1967) believes that the NNE-SSW and the NNW-SSE fold axial` trendsT_ have a compensating effect' on each other-, thus producing N-S regional
general trend, iI[ ^ 4
Field investigations indicate that Isharga Oasis is 	 occupied by
three main folding traces trending generally N-S, including a middle,
_
eastern and western one (Fig. 9).' The middle folding trace is repre-
sented by a series of dissected double plunging anticlinal folds which 1
exhibit curviplanar axial planes and undulating hinge lines. The mid
' `	 = die folding truce is nearly continuous from the north of the Isharga 1
Oasis Depression to Garmashin and is often following the same course i	 1:
passing by Gebel El Barn, Gebel Abu Bayan El Bahari, then extend- '
4 F ins for some kilometers southwards.	 The eastern folding ," trace is re- OR^'^ rINAL PAVE IS	 .'
presented by a series of dissected double plunging syneli les with cur=. OF PWR QUALITY
i	 i s4--i
	
-F —t	 "	 ,.	 w3	 t	 r	 ;
y
1-	 22	 El 5hnzly, Abdel	 Hady, Ef Kassos, Salmon, , El- Amin, 'f:i ` Shazly	 and	 Abdel	 Megid
x
'	 viplanar axial 'planes and undulating hinge iii es. It passes Erna, north
`	 to south by Gebel U nlnl El Gllanayim, Gebel, GhaniIl,a, Nagab Esna,,i	 Ain Tafnis
	 and continues	 south words between Gebel El Daryl and
Dtlsh domes for some kalol„eters.
	
The \vestern folding trace is dis-
sected, and is of double pl,4nging l synclinal nature also, with	 curvi-
`.;	 planar axial planes a.nd undulating lunge lines.	 It passes, From north
to south, by Ul Teir Tarawan, 'Umin Ell Nessim, west. ;of Gebel El
Qarn, Gebel .Abu Bayan El Wastani and extends for solre:kilometers
1	 °" southwards. }
These three main folding traces are often complicated by subWiaryr
traces of small magnitudes exhibiting till sable trend in - neral, More-
_.	 Over,	 seater com licatiolis are attained by the latter associtltioir «r tlr
x	 some major faults.
An important structural feature is notice-d iii the Pharga Oasis
	 x
12art of the investigated area whet
 e a s^'ries of double plunging anti-
t	 $ '	 C11ileS and synclines are located, OIl rob ill t' ETC-A^W lines
	
The 111-. 
tersectinl, of these fold traces with the NT-S' folding traces often show
µ"	 ry	 clonial or basinal structures according to the type_ of the intersected
folds.
	 Chronologically, the FNr4J_' WSW folds are seemingly younger
as they dislocate the Lally Eocene sediments.	 These folds are of
limited magnitudes when compared with, th` N-S folds.
. El Khamfisll-Abu '1'art^Ir 1'I:ltc*an l
The N65"W-S65 ,'E traces of fold axes represent the only common 	 {	 '
trend in this ;part of the investigated Xharga-Dakhla Oases area. 	 This
Is superimposed oil
	
gate ,Paleocene a nd Early Eocene limestone	 f ,
rocks covering the plateau,
	 Other trends leave been also observed
but are of minor extensions representing small crenelated lineament§c	
in the eastern side of the plateau with Sharp clievron closures p 1u11g-
ing eastwards.
Dakhla, oasis
These are.' t,vo main folding sets traced, intheDakhla Oasis, ,1`itl,
'	 their axial traces trending N25 11E-x215,, 	and N4,5'1L)	 S45,1W.	 Polds of
the first Set are more abundant and their axial traces generally Coill-	 1
^* 	 CidG Wrth the predominating faults and fracture lines traversing this
h	 part of the investigated area. 	 These folds, are generally of the Sinuouts
type plung ing_: to N-E and their northeastern Sides are Sharp chevrons
Nvhilq their southwestern sides have a circular closure. 	 This set con-
Stitutes a series of altcrnhting minor anticlinOs and synclines within	 e ^-;_
the major syncline of flue, Dakhla Oasis.
	 The circular feature impos- 	 Y,
's	 ed oil Gebel Udinonstone belongs to this folding w-hick ina.y be, repre-
stinted by a doubly plunging fold.
	
i t,er aurved lineaments have been
I =
	
traced in Dakhla Oasis with
	 ta•aces 'trending N5«:E-S5,W and
w	 N15°W-S150E but they are of minor abundance though of similar tea-	 t
tunes to thepreviously mentioned folds,{
MW
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Geology of Kharga-Dakhla Oases Area 	 from	 Landsot-1	 Sat, •Ilite Images	 2$
t
West hharga Oasis Plain
This part of the investigated area is formed mainly of Nubian +i
Sandstone mostly covered with. wind-blown sands, and sand dunes and }
its surface is seemingly highly weathered.
	
Few curved and circular
lineaments have been recorded in this plain where the traces. of fold
- axes, though variable, are assuming two main trends in the N25°E-
"	
r
S25 °W and N650E-SM5 W directions which represent the relatively old-
er folding in the studied area. i
The main structure separating ]:zharga Oasis from Dakhla Oasis '^
is best in,anif'ested in West Kharga Oasis Plain.
	 As mentioned above,
the .fold axial traces are represented by the N25°E-S25°W and N650
E-86^°W 'trends. The former fold axial trace is also well represented in r	 7
El Kharafish-Abu. Tartur Plateau northwards of Dakhla and Kharga E
Oases.	 The folding: with axial traces at otmd the NE-SW direction coin-
cides with the 'well known Laramide diastrophism acting on the Eg4yp- 3
' tian territories during the sate Cretaceous-early Tertiary.
	 The dorpin- ' 3
ance of the NNW-SSE fractures between Dakhla Oasis and Khgrga
Oasis is mainly a reflection of the Lara.mide Folding. {
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Chapter 3
`
Geology,
Anew geological map for Kharga-Dakhla Oases area (Fig. 4) is con- jritr0(luCtloit	 -
structed on a scale of 1:500,000 from LANDSAT-1 satellite 'images
which shows the following geological units.
The basement rocks are represented on the geological map of the Basement
Kharga-Dakhla Oases area by two units, namely Aswan monumental
granite (Fig. 13) and basic rocks associated with it.	 Both form small
bodies outcropping in the vicinity of Abu Bayan locality. 	 In age, Aswan
monumental granite is at the -boundary between the Precambrian and
the Cambrian and it is believed to form the Basement in the investigat-
ed area, on which the sedimentary cover has been laid down. On the
LANDSAT-1 satellite images, the granite in question is of light grey
to `bright yellow colour and possesses Fine to medium texture. The rock
has ' been previously described by Marrei' (1967) and it resembles the
porph-yriric peralkaline granite with rapakivi texture typical of Aswan
area. Most of the exposures at Abu Bayan including Gebel Abu Bayan. El
Ba,hari and Gebel Abu Bayan El Qibli are constituted of this granite.
However, basic granite associated with partly digested xenoliths of
various dimensions of gneisses and schists are out-cropping at Gebel
Abu Sayan El Qibli. 	 The latter rocks appear in a relatively darker
grey tone and are of coarse irregular surface texture as compared to
the normal Aswan monumental - granite. ' However, some xenoliths of
small size are abundant in the normal granite.
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Of special significance is the structural setting of the postorogenic
granite masses and their spatial distribution in the studied area, where ►
they are found almost in horst-like forms with elongated orientation,
scattered along the major fault lines (Fig. 9) ,
	
The flanks of granite
outcrops at Gebel Abu Bayan El Bahari and Gebel Abu Bayan El Qibli
are overlain by Nubian Sandstone with dipping angles and directions x 
i assuming domal structures, which are confirmed by the presence of *^"
double-plunging anticlines (Fig, 14) super-imposed on the Late Cret-
aceous, Paleocene and Early Eocene sediments exposed to the east
of these granite masses, and the synclinal or basinal structure developed
T+
at Gebel Abu Bayan El Wastani. The axial traces of these alternating
anticlinal and synclinal structures are found to coincide generally with t
the fault lines trending ENE-WSW along which the granite outcrops
are located.	 These structures ar4 evidently associated with regional
uplifting in the southern part of the investigated area leading; even-°` 1
	
: tually to the outcropping of the Basement or to its presence at rela- ^^-
Lively shallower depths as compared to the northern part of the Kharga- w 
J Dakhla Oases area. =:
N.i	 J'	 Sedimentary Nubian Sandstone +r.,
1	 Cover On the LANDSAT-1 satellite images, the Nubian Sandstone could be
differentiated into three main members according to their colour tone, 1	 4
texture and surface pattern. 	 However, due to the presence of com-
Jt
:I moil intercalations, and the abundance of wind-blown sands and small
. sand dunes lineating the surface exposures of these members, especial-
ly , in the West Kha.rga Oasis Plain, it was sometimes difficult to put
i sharp boundaries between them and inferred boundaries are delineated
instead.	 On LANDSAT-1 satellite images, the oldest member, namely
' the White to Purple Sandstone Member, has a light grey to yellowish
grey colour and fine to medium texture, sometimes with irregularl y
r. scattered patches of darker tone and coarser granular texture possess- i
ing the features of the uppermost member of the Nubian Sandstone. ^_	 f
$ The White to Purple Sandstone Member is constituted mainly of white
v5i to 'purple cross-bedded sandstones with thin shale intercalations, and
itf is well developed in the southwestern, sector of the investigated area
where its exposures are partly . covered with accumulating . eoliarz sands ^
F^ and occasionally showing	 silicified and	 .ferruginated fractures	 (Fig, i
15) . ' The nearest equivalent to the discussed member is ;< Abu Bayan
Sandstone and Shale Member >) given by Awad and Ghobrial (1967) to
the basal Nubian Sandstone beds directly overlying the granite at Abu;
Bayan.
To the northeast and northwest the White to Purple Sandstone
Member is either overlain or is changing laterally into red and purple
clays with alternating beds of grey shales and sandy shales, which it
constitute the Red Clay Member of the Nubian Sandstone. 	 On the
LANDSAT-1 satellite images, the. latter member has a specific -greyish ,.
green to medium grey tone and smooth surface of very fine texture;
i The Red Clay Member is often exposed at Kharga Oasis along some 
t
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cores of^ the double ,pli>i gi i tg antielitirs present in the Oasis.
	
It also
occupies the floor- of Dakhla basis- Depression (Fig, X61, surrounding
" the southern limit of cultivated lands in this oasis,
r	 1topmost )[h  delineated lulu; bclol in • to the Nubian Stu^g'	 idstoliet
1 is the Woxvn. Verruginous Sandstone ^^eulber Which is constituted of	 a
_
)-	 reddish browll to dark cross-bedded fetirugilious. sandstones with corgi-
l ,.	 moil shale interbeds (Fig. 17,! 18 and 19).
	 This member is sometimes
l	 : rapp d with black partly tluartzitic sandstone (Fig. 20) ..
	
It is well ex- 1
f posed along the foot-lulls of the
 
northern ^scarpnicnt, Around Gebr1.
Taref and Qarn Dinah, acid to the south of E  Kl arafish-Abu Tatrtur
^.	 Plateau.- (Fi--. 21) .
	 It also forms the -topmost beds of the white to
purple sandstone hills in the southwestern part- of this .investigated `t
E	 i area.	 The Frown Ferruginous Sandstone Member appears on LAND-
' -'	 SAT-1 satellite images with a characteristic dart: grey to greyish black
I.
	
toile, inedium to coarse texture and irregular surface,
	
It	 is some-
1 ''	 tunes lineated with small sand dtllleS or striated with wind.-blown sands, A
especially occupying the ravines ` and fracture lines.
	 '.Ellie. latter sands
a-re generally of light grey to yellowish tone, fine to mediuill texture,
{ and forming distinctive streaks in contrast to the surrounding rocks,
especially along the foot-lulls of escarpment and mountain slopes.
	
It is
^^F
noted that I Some exposures of the Dro7 vii Ferruginous Sandstone Mem-
' °..	 bar are! sttr'rbanded by lighter patches of the White to Purple Sand-
stone Member especially ire the southwestern. sector of the investigated
k
'^ 	 area.	 '1',l'trs	 s('tlirilelltatioll Of 	 the Nubian Sandstone	 1S- terminated 	1i1
Late Cr'etoceous. l
j	 It is important to ; col r'ela.te the present classi_ficatiou of the Nub- ^ 	 ^
ian Sandstone and the overlying E  Alahariq Forniationl	 With the
.,	 noinenclature used 1,^. l e `Ininiti, t llob 'ial and Issawi (1961) - and T311'- a
r ,_	 mina (1967)	 for these geological units.	 In the Jirst reforonce, the ^ 1
G` 	 ? authors divined 1Yuuiall Forrnatioll ill_i Daklrla a goa. into two .ltllologic z	 s>i lights, 1laltllely a lower Alit I correSpondlilg to: the red. clays ^iGGilpy-
!ng the Dakhla Oasis DepI1?Ssion, and Unit 11 e;orresponding to the +	 .,
f ''	 ovi?1'lylllg,sandstone, sandy	 cla \T and spate.	 .111	 the second	 reference,
i
4
on the 'geology of the northwestern approaches of Kbarga, the author - {
I -	 considers the Variegated Shale as the topmost fornrtttion of the Nubia t
w (Iroup with the former be 	 essentially Constituted of varicoloured clay-
stones, sandy clay and sli:ales, which incorporate the red clays occupy-
in- the floor of Dakhla Depression, with interbedded, niinor sandstone ^ # a
` Streaks and pockets.	 -.
The d ifferences between file 191 -o font work and1 those of the prey- 1
ionsly nientiotied, alithor. `s are due ewioatla%r to two reasons,
	
The first
one is relate to the adopted- -nonionulature for the geological units,A
t	
^^t
r while the second i s  due to the more detailed nature of the present work. L'
E	
` i Regarding nomenclature the Variegated Shales or the corresponding
U,1 Mahariq Formation should lint be, considered as a unit of the Nub-
Al
` iar. Sandstone, as the latter type locality in Nubia- does not iilc^orporate
l^ l' tll,y former,	 So the present approach in this respect i s in conformity
t	 1 ^'°=
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with- the rules of inter+national stratigraphic nomenclature.
	 Further-
r
more, the Nubian Sandstone proper is divided into three members in the =
present work all of them have clays within their sections, but in the mid-
dle member the red clay is dominant and, accordingly, it is called the e
Middle Clay Member.
	 This agrees well with the stratigraphic divisions
of the Nubian Sandstone in Aswan area, where the middle member
' has abundant clay with notable reddish eolouration and red hematitic
t iron ores and it is termed the Iron Ore Member. 	 The Red Clay Mem-
bcr term used, in the present work, in Dakhla-Kharga Oases area cor-
responds lithostratigraphicall.y to the Iron Ore Member in Aswan area. '^OKI t
According to Hermina, Ghobrial and Issawi (1961) and Hermina (1967) l
all the clays and the intervening sandstone underlying the phosphate
unit are lumped together as Unit 1 or Variegated Shales.
	
In the pre-
. sent work, these are distiagnished and mapped as three units, namely
El Mahariq Formation correspondin g to the proper Qusseir Variegated
1 Shales, and the Brown Ferruginous Sandstone Member and the Red a	 Ym$ i
Clad= Member corresponding to the upper and midd y: units of the Nub- ^'	 1
` ian Sandstone.	 The differences between the present worl-, and those
of the previous authors do not bear on the importance of the role .
•	 i of the Red Clay in the Kliarga-Dakhla Oases area. ' #
.,
I
Wadi Abbad Formation, E1 Mahariq Formation
Wadi Abbad Formation. re presents the clayey shales overlying the r >
Nubian Sandstone and underlving Sibaiva Phoshate Formation along
i
#	 t
Wadi Abbad on the eastern side of the Vile Valley to the north of Idfrt #_ }
(El Shazly, Abdel Hady, El Ghawaby and El Kassas, 1974-b). 	 In the
S eastern part of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases area, this formation is ex- `
hosed between the northern reaches of Wadi Rimidiii and Wadi Kheiber, z
with a relatively limited extension forming an elongated exposure of a
general NW-SE trend.	 On the LANDSA'17-1 satellite images, Wadi
Abbad Formation shows a light to medium grey tone and a medium f
i to coarse granular texture.
El Mahariq	 ormation is anew formational name of Late Creta-q
ceuus age in Kharga and Dakhla Oases which is generally equivalent l #
= toj Wadi Abbad Formation in the Nile Valley, and Qusseir Variegated a... #
S14&1es in the Red Sea region.	 Lateral chanties in lithology are noted f { 1
in these generally equivalent formations a.long g tiro long distances-;from
the lied Sea eastwards to the westward reaches of Kharga-Dakhla
Oases area.
El Mahariq Formation is named after its type locality where it is
i well exposed in the area to the north of El Mahariq village in Kharga Q	 1'
r. I Oasis:	 It is also exposed at Gebel. Taref and in the area to the east
r of El Gaga and Barns villages, as well as along the western flanks of ;' t
r Ain Amur ridge. 	 On the LANDSAT-1 satellite images, the formation
in question possesses a medium to dark green colour of greyish tone ;	 • :z
•
i and fine -texture of irregular surface. 	 This formation is generally coin- .'Ar i posed - of inuiti.-coloured shales, mostly greenish= brownish and purple, t .
s
E_
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with thin intercalations of ferruginous siltstone, sandy clay and sand=
`	 atone beds
	
(Fig. 22).
5ibaiyn Phosphate Formation, Khiirl a-1)a.khla t)i►ses Phosi►iuit	 Forma- -4	 '
tlon, Sudr F rmationf
3	 I
The phosphate-bearing formations a.re given, different names in the
Nile VI	 alley and westwards in Dakhla and Kharga Oases as compared
t '	 to the Red Sea due to the variable lithologic characteristics of these
lor Iuations in these main regions of phosphate deposition. While in the	 }i	 I	 lied Sea region the term Gebel Duwi Phosphate Formation is used,
in the Nile Valley Sibaiya Phosphate Formation (El Naggar, 1971) is
the adopted terminology, while in Kharga and Dakhla Phosphate For-
ination is introduced.	 These formations are correlatable, being of Late
`	 Cretaceous age but they show wide variations in lithology due to lateral
L
changes in their facies and environments of sedimentation.	 Further
'	 westwards and northwards from Dakhla Oasis, the Kharga-Dakhla 	 rt
Oases; Phosphate Formation passes laterally into the Late Cretaceous
Sudr Formation constituted of chalk and chalky limestone.
'	 On the LANDSAT-1 satellite images, the Sibaiya Phosphate For-'	 •	
-	 F	 4..	 -.
w
°	 tttation has a light to medium grey tone and coarse to relatively very
coarse texture and granular surface.
	
This formation is widely spreadh
in)«a' 	y	 Wadi Hegaza and other localities in the Niledi Abbad, Sibai a, Valley.	 Sibaiya Phosphate Formation is rather thick and it is constitut- i
ed of phosphate beds separated by dark. grey shale. marl, grit and fos-q	 a
siliferous limestone.	 Its middle horizon is occasionally highly siliceous
and containing lenticular bed, nodules and pebbles of chest. 	 '	 i	 t	 4W
' {	 The Kharga-Dakhla Oases Phosphate Formation appears in the 	 w	 (	 4? -	 LA'NDSAT'-1 satellite images as an elon gated strip of medium grey tone	 #	 t
i and texture.	 It lies conformably on El M:ahariq Formation. 	 The basal
t '!	 bed of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases Phosphate Formation is often con- 	 ,x	 i
stituted of highly fossiliferous phosphatic or phosphate bed as record- 	 §
zd iii Gebel El Teir, Gebel Tarawan, Gebel. Um El Ghanayem,.., etc. 	 IC
I	 z'
`	 is often present as one bed. but sometimes it is exposed as more than one
phosphate bed separated by shale, mudstone and poorly phosphatic lime-
l	 stone beds.	 The latter case is rather clear along the slopes of El Kha-
rafish Abu Tartur Plateau where the main beet is about 4 in thick be- i	 x
ing constituted of greyish brown to dark grey phosphates (Fig. 23). 	 {	 !	 ,
Mkore over, a hard phosphate bed, 20 cm thick, is recorded in the upper	 a =
horizon of the discussed formation in the same locality. 	 The lithologic
I character< of this bed is generally similar to the beds of the middle
phosphate bearing member of East Luxor phosphate deposits in the	 +
Nilc Valley (Salman, 1974) with the notable absence of chert in the 	 .."
first.	 To the northeast of Gebel Edmonstone, the Iillarga-Dakhla Oases
i	 phosphate Formations is outcropping along the slopes of some hills
where it is composed of two phosphate beds; the lower one is 3Q cm-
thick, yellowish brown, hard, massive and it overlies ,yellowish brown
mrrdstone bed which incorporates phosphate fragments and a thin phos- F
4
--------
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j	 phate band.	 The main phosphate bed in this locality is overlain by yel-
loNsh grey shale chalk veinlets.
	
The upper .phosphate bed is 24cm
thick of conglomeratic nature, , and is directly capped with chalk and
brown massive partly silicious and clayey limestone lenticular beds be-
longing to Sudr .r orm4tion.
-Sudr Formation is exposed onIy in the northwestern part of the r-
studied area, where it is correlatable with the Kharga-Dakhla Oases
Phosphate Formation exposed eastwards.
	
However, there is a transi-
tional zone where the two formations are found. 'together with Sudr
Formation overlying Kharga-Dakhla Oases Phosphate Formation (Fig.
24),	 On the LANDSAT-1 satellite images; Sudr Formation could be
differentiated into two members,The lower White Chalk Member is r
the lower unit, it appears  on the images as irregular	 g	 patches with s
smooth surface of fine texture and a- characteristic white colour with
bluish tint. _It is formed mainly of chalk beds with some,.. intercalations:
of chalky limestone (,Fig. 25),
On the other hand, the upper Brownish Limestone Member is con-
stituted of brownish and greyish massive crystalline limestone which
is partly silicified and lenticular.	 On the LANDSAT4 satellite images,
if-has a light grey colour with scattered tivhite spots, and shows me-
dium  texture of irregular surface sometimes lineated with small sand
dunes and eolian sand accumulations. Tn some localities,} the Brownish
Limestone Member is partly covered with lag gravels formed in place
from the broken surface of the rock. 	 This feature gives '  such surfaces
in the images a darker tone of grey or greenish colour.
The 'Lower Esna:. Formation, Dakhla Formation
This is attributed mainly to the Early Paleocene although its depo-
stion may have been started at the end of the Late Cretaceous. 	 On
LANDSAT-1 satellite images, 	 this formation is	 classified into two
Members.
	
The lower member shows a dark greyish green tone, gran-
°ul, ar surface_ of medium. to coarse texture, and it is composed mainly j
of dark grey to brownish shale with ferruginous mudstone interbeds.
The upper member is characterized by its relatively lighter grey to
y011owish green colour and smooth surface of fine texture. 	 This mem-
ber is composed of pale grey shale (Fig. 21) alternating with bands
of fossiliferous sandy limestone. 	 These two members are generally i
equivalent to the « Mmvhoub Shale Member » and the «Kharga Shale
Member », respectively (Awad and ' Ghobrial, 1967). 	 From the pre-
sent geological map	 (Fig. 4), it is found. out that the discussed for-
nlation, especially its lower member, is well developed' in the eastern
side of the studied area, and diminishes northwestwards where its
upper member is represented only by some beds forming the outliers
of the elongated ridge between Gebel Edmonstone and (slur ,>Jl Malik.
Gebel Garra formation,,Tarawan Formation
This formation of Paleocene age is essentially formed of chalk,
limestone and their intercalations (Fig. 26), as well as some substantial
r	 ^-ag :[8xY^'T	 +
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beds of marl and shale.	 On the satellite images and in the field, Gebel
_
r Garra Formation is divided into a lower Chalk-Chalky Limestone Mem-
ber and an upper Cavernous, Massive Limestone Meinbcr. The lower
member has a bright white colour, fine texture and smooth surface,
? where it is made up essentially of chalk passing into chalky limestone.
It forms the top of some mountains in the area such as Gebel, Tar awan,
Gebel El Teir, Gebel: Taref,rebel Edmonstoiie and Qur El 'Malik. The
upper member is constituted of cavernous to ,massive limestone, cc-
Y ca:sionally with thin bands, of marly' or siliceous limestone. 	 It appears,
oil the satellite images, in a whitish to light grey colour with a granular
to striated su faee of fine to medium texture,i ;.
Upper Emil. Formation
	
-
The stratigraphic position of this formation is at the boundary
' between Late Paleocene and Early Eocene.
	 It is formed mainly of
sh le layers with some thin 'limestone bands and tending to be argil- j	 ;
' laceous towards the base and calcareous towards the top.	 The Upper
Esna Formation is distinguished on the LANDSAT -1 satellite images a,
_
. by its yellowish green to light brownish grey colour and medium gran-
ular texture.
Gebel Serai Formation	 _ a
This formation is equivalent to Thebes Formation or Luxor For-
'	 t	 x znation of Early Eocene ag;e. 	 It is well developed and widely distribut-
• ed in the eastern part of the investigated area, where it forms the con-
spieuous mountains- of Shagliab-El Nazzi Hills and the extensive West
Thebes' Plateau (Fig. 4) . According to the LANDSAT-1 satellite images !
interpretation, confirmed by ground check, this formation is divided i
into two members equivalent to the previously mapped image units c is-
tnguished in West Aswan Area (El Shazly; Abdel Hady, El Ghawaby
I
	
m and El Kassas, 1974-1)) .
	
The basal member of the Gebel Serai Forma-
tion is formed mostly of chalky limestone (Fig. 27) with chert andi flint intercalations and it is characterized by its light greenish white
colour and smooth surface of fine to medium texture. The upper mem-
ber of this formation is identified on the images by a relatively darker r
r,	 s	 = gre^mish white colour, medium to coarse _texture and grandlar surface.
`i'hi,.-inember is constituted essentially of massive siliceous and partly,
i caverneous limestone (l+g. 2S), occasionally marly,or cherty. 	 The ex- i
posures of both units of Gebel Serai Formation are sometimes cover-
ed with lag gravels imposing some irregular hatches of darker green-
ish grey tone on their surfaces_,_(Fig, 27). s
i Gebel Qatrani volea nics
They are mostly represented by some sheets and dykes of Oli go-
cene basalts exposed in the southwestern part of the investigated area.
They are found as separate or isolated masses and hills having a conical_.
oval or hump-shape outcropping in the Nubian Sandstone. The volcanic
4
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activity has been accompanied by hydrothermal solutions giving the
ferruginated and .silicified zones along some faults and fracture lines
acquiring general E-W and ENE-WSW trends in the surrounding Nub-
ian Sanstone.	 In the satellite images, the basalts are characterized ¢
by a black to very dark grey colour with a fine texture and granular
E surface.
Wadi El Mada .mud Formation
The Pliocene sediments are represented in the studied area by
one formation particularly developed . along Wadi El Madamoud on
the eastern side of the Nile Valley.
	
It occupies the high terraces of l'	 t
l
absolute level almost between 200 m and 300 m, ,capping- various older i
rock units.
	 Wadi El Madamoud Formation is a new formation name
given here to some horizons of lacustrine screen ;deposits, which ;is prob-
ably equivalent to Issawia Formation proposed to extend along the
middle reaches of the Nile Valley from Esna to Manfalut (Said, 1971).
Two members are distinguished within Wadi El Madamoud Formation. i
E 1 	 .. The lower Sand-Clay Member__ shows a medium grey tone and fine to
' medium texture with relatively smooth surface. It is constituted mainly
of brownish limestone blocks associated With abundant sandy and {
clayey materials. Exposures of this member are found as ! small patches
r
overlying older rocks belonging to Sibaiya Phosphate Formation, Upper
Esna Formation, and Gebel Serai Formation. 	 The Upper Gravel-Con-
glomerate Member is very distinct on the LANDSAT-1 satellite images I
due to its dark grey , _to, brownish grey colour; medium to coarse texture
and irregular surface with a dense pattern of minute drainage lines. It
I forms some isolated occurrences overlying the lower member, as well 3}l
as some limestone beds of Gebel Serai Formation. 	 It is constituted 1	 '
mostly of limestone pebbles breccia and conglomerate with some sands,
iclays and shales.
e. Pleistocene-Holocene Sediments
L These sediments have been distinguished on LANDSAT-1 satellite t
images of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases area into calcite deposits, Darb
€ El Gallaba gravels and silty-clay lake deposits which are partly salty.
The icalcite deposits form irregular patches of ;light grey tone and fine 7	
.,
texture, exposed in some localities of relatively low level on the West
r
Thebes Plateau,	 Such calcite deposits may be originally related to late
hydrothermal activities of the late Pliocene-early (Quaternary, which
. have been partly mobilized and redeposited under the climatic conditions i
prevailing in the later (quaternary (El Shazly, Abdel Hady, El Ghawaby,
' « and El Kassas, 1974-b) .
Darb El Gallaba gravels are found in the southeastern part of the }.
-'_ investigated area, representing the northern extension of its large ex-
posure in the West Aswan area (El Shazly et al. 1974-b) .
t The 'Lake deposits are constituted ` mainly of horizontally bedded
x
' clays, silty-sandy, clays and sands with some small and thin salt crusts. t.	 i
` They usually contain some scattered patches of natural vegetation,
_.
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mid Somotinles they ba-vo £v thin GQ'Nel° of Colb11 "ands,-	 Collsidert	 IL,
occurrome9 of these lake (lellosit.4 11avo been. delineated at Sonle 1Qw s	 ^,	 ^_g
ave%$9 ill tiler doors or Rharna aud, Dal€llla QaSGS (Fig. 99),	 They ap-
lletll' pn the LANMAT-I satellite inlagl s ill £l nieclimn, to dark gi'ev t
toile, due to bled, relit rely high Inoisturo eon tout, And they possess fine
Loxtllre wild sill otb surl',ftco,	 'rllese ltllfe dop 43ts tll)tloar suitable for `
plant growth 11s tl1:ey nro alroady -refktly 11SOd to)' Clllti'NatiQll at Pro- -	 f
sent. '=
f[t►ltle^n^+ 4 r^ ►lil►^trnis _ a
These i11e1lldG	 e1111T i11111	 and	 t('1'l,'tleo	 deposits,	 1Vadi	 alluyillln,	 Nile 3
alhl'1'ium, sand. Chilies, allhhleial deposits of eoliall sands and salld a
olll1'L111atellls, "1i"titer pQUlls, sporadic x1141	 de119e 4ltltivation:,
`.the, ellivial dept'-Ats, t ve folinq all)iln the mountain downslopes or
as tol"rtLQQs between tboir toot-IAMB tlnl 	 tll0 lalt^l'tre in	 iv did.	 They
s11A1( 	 Widely	 dit'^el'C'n	 tefltllreS de1)$11di11'" t?1l' the ^)r16111a1	 l oelzs trout
w-bleb tl-wy, have been ftj'!Wd.	 T110 elllVial C3e1)QRKS C1ei.'l1 Ved frOXll LaLe
"?'Qtfl.GeClll4 roalts are 111Q9ty s£1.11dSr Mid elaVIM7- ha;\Klll- a light. (v Q,V to
_
yQllowl!31i Uolavir oil the satellite inlages, 	 Wxly9flt deposits derivod from
with	 arl1110c,00e11e roolC9 aw 1llalnly oonsttilted Of 4lales sol.notillles	 m 4
x141 cllfllle llpncrc+tiQtls, f111d tle^r 11QSSes ' a darltor l re^^ toile «<illt. sate
Wred light llatelles due to the variation in (Neil.' canstitllellts, The el ivial
l
^
clepp
 its- derived
	 from a t11'ly 	 1' 	l'ClQ1Rs	 the	 e411nposed 	 QC	 a1111as
hanlQ elletlllq caleflrettus 9eil lla t 111	 a lin . 1 roylsIl- g oon Colour With
some cl£lrlc patalle9 vvhe11 mix.ed Ytiitll	 .rEt^=els and to
rt	 r	 ^
	 ^	 ^	
t	 T,l.11 e wad i 1t11llyinin distill^,ui;,lled i11 t1]^ Rha o1 va `- Ochla Gases area
lnehides two litbolog1Q -urns with some yar*tlons along thenlselveq, 1,11 '	 1
Ow llppor roulley of nlac.it, wadis, the filling: nm,torialS are- Pnerally i
sandy wild sQllletillles g;ravell.t, Ravin" Anodi11111 grov eolou ' alld Inedhim
s
to _eoarsc textllro of i1vo111ar sllrfaee,	 Oil Lila other 11anc1 	 the 1Qvver
ll ill't'a of, lnally waClis al'e mostly eayerod Ny"it11 Q1t1,8' ro x to hilly soil of light- t
or g-ro	 tone and filler torture,
Nile	 allArvitllll,
	 oeeully in- the wide plain	 oil	 boUl aides pay the a
enitixr ltetl lands of tile, Nile VRIloy, is Q-011stWIted t11`tflinly of (lay, silt
and Andy mfttorlal w-W1311 f►1 poi s On the satellite unti es, In a light
s
x	 grey tope a»d very Lille to'duro of smooth sltr ue with -\N'idoly spaced
lcatln (Ir	 mage line ;, {t
1111e sand dunes hi the ThNarna T)akhla Oases a oa: earl be diffo ent»
iatocl oil the LANMRIAT-1 satelli e linages, into two, units,	 The first
0110 is of local extonsion, mostly of ere,,wo t type havilln relatlyely !
,Xllall
	 dltllensiolls,	 thoy 	Are	 eQlllnlonl	 £1£tgQRlrl eCl 	 1\'ltli	 eQl1aT1	 4t111C19
and Sllow, ye'llowlish. 't',`1vy Colour and dine W modilnnt to"'dvires.	 Hoaps of
alW"R : W111111" ^,;ilcll (Inner, are found in the depression 'at Rllargkl hams,
espQ(:OEllly near Barbs aalta mirrolmling mill as Nvoll as, thoso, to the
oast of Cobol :E41  Teir, 	 Ill tllo Dakllla, Oasis, they eon=or the avol~ to u
tine T=est at Gebel Ildn1onstone and some p grts along lUarb L1 Qhal?f TL (g -,o alp, w,WIry
E	 n
t
v0"IN 1401116 S
jx 34	 El Sliazly, Abdel	 I •lady; Et Kassas, Salmon, El	 Amin,	 El Shazly	 and	 Abdel Megid
' The second Ulllt of silild dUUCS 18 generally of elongate typo lorming
very long and extensive belts which are extending fu diet northwards
and southwards Outside the mapped area,	 Those  Saud dune belts have
'	 ' l certain directional trends, mostly NNW-SSE with some deviations to
t NWSl	 or N '` directions. 	 ^itat ist'lcal analysis for the dumber and
length proportions of the various directional trends of the main sand
} crone belts has been curried out for those delineated from. LANDSXr-1
i f Slteilite illlages of March 1973 and compared with,the analysis of beltsd
.<'110wn on the previous map s, 1)ublished on Simil r scald during 1928
_ '^	 (	 i`n	 ^	 ,and 194.3 (Table t: and 1 ig, 10) . 	 This study re\ Baled it general cast-
ward movement of the main sand dully bolts ill the area, with iltl aver-
age of about 10	 difforeilce over more than 45 years, which may be
F mostly dale to cyclic seasonal variation ill the prevailing wind directionf	 I	 '
-	 r 3 i1.r	 t0	 the	 °' ' .	 ' '^rc^ter 	 eastward lllovenlcht of file northern ,parts of the 1 .
" drulti	 c^lll»;. t ^ cl
	 southern1,11 t4:	 It	 i	 noticed	 that; . most oto its-	 l is	 f the
sfi,nd dune belts in the 1:11i11^a-]Jill: ll:t;'OaPCs area arc, southwardl y
 end-
i
flallast at topographic ;rolltoul.^ of tZQO'in absolute level, or they al -
" :nt( Aped at the northern foot-hills oi' Sonm	 such as at Gebel_mountains	 -
K 4 '; T.'are"f and Gebel Abu 1.3avan .Ill Wast4111 i. 
At their southern limbs most of the sand dune belts tiro bifurcat-
iii( ill }LIT interfin er'ins; structure with the exposed forks, indicating i
A' their' Sllilllowness at these places and recent accumulation 111 gills dirce-
tiun.
r
Y
The SUlficial deposits, eolian,, salads and sand acculliulatioils cover 1
Z	 'M vast extensions in the western kind southwestern parts of the lnvestiga t
ed area,	 The western side of they
 area - is covered with thick sand ac
curnulations and a wide sand dune belt constituting a, part, of the known
._, Great Sand Sea which is extensively developed westwards.
	
Also, sur-
ficial	 deposits of colian	 ;Minds constitute
	
the filliu-	 in-be-.materials
tween the major sand dune belts,
	 *Afureover, they may i:ucJude soine
 ^	 "
snudl dunes Of relatively shell and limited ditneilslons.
	 Those sediments
3 aro, considered as
	 recently	 transjl(?1'te'4l sands front 	 file surrounding
1
i- 5ilnd dune belts and from 'tho dls^htl,yr'fl,tloll oroducts •of the surround- I
s
"
i1jo. Nubian Sandstoue mid other formations subjected to erosion and
f	
,	 ' l
	 ges ,Mud action.	 On the `f^1^N.l^Ss'^`.1'-^.	 ^tt^llltu	 1I'l1 ithe .lOCatrollS COVCI'rs i
ot1 by these Sediments havo generally #L light,yollo\\' colotll
	 aild fine L
to%t ur'e, sometimes with °'l •eyisli toile and medium texture dale to varia-
1tion of their source rocks. _
Some small and shallow takes arid, \\ rater ponds have boon ,Identified l
,' f i accurately oil the LANDS T-1 Satellite ,illlayes, where they occupy some f
- (if tile relatively 101V i?srtS within the depressions of the E\,^har'C,°1L and,  F1
- D,lldila Gases.
	 These Water bodies have a llotaJlo conrio'uratio
	 1LIid
€ orienb%tiou where tll(;y are	 arranged nearly along	 So111C	 structural ?	 1
liar iltlorli, especially alon^.a,' fractures
	 and faults,
	 and als0 parallel
	 to
{ the doprossions boundaries.
l
t	 ;	 ! Dense cultivation, along the encountered hart of the Nile 'galley,
€	 a and sporadic cultivation in the d1e\V1y zee.
 airned lands around it and {
I
E	 t
t , ^'
E r''
,3
a ,.	
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TABLE 4 : Comparison Of-the: Ash"U1 ' frequency distributioe of the main land dunebelts-=oa .different Mope of _the- .Kharge . _Dakhla :Do	 Gres.
	
Map	 Geologicol, Present Work, LANDSAT-I
	
o. __	 k
Topographical, Surrey Dept., 1928
	 Topographical, Surrey Dept., 1942	 b
	
Images, March 1973,	 e
,1:500000	 1:500,000	 1:500,000Trend	
-.
Number	 Length	 dumber,	 Length
	 Number	 Length„
	
No.	 Ken	 °%o	 No.	 o%c	 Km	 %	 Me.	 %
	
Km	 %6	 Q
N50°-60°W .. , .. , ..:. 	 3 	 1.82	 15	 0.87	 ^	 ^...
h#40 -50°W
	
..........
	
-	 -	 4	 1.82	 15	 0.82	 2	 1.21	 10	 OJ 58	 p	 i:..,....._
N30°-40OW .. , . , ....
	 3	 1.87
	
37	 2 30	 6	 2.73	 35	 1.92	 6	 3.64	 48	 2.77
N206-30°W .
	 40	 25 CO	 267	 1656	 16	 7.27	 115
	
6.31
	 19	 11.52	 164	 9,47
,e
	
A,..
NI O -20°'W ..........	 59	 36.88	 731
	 45.35	 37	 16.82	 400	 21.94	 32	 19.39	 389	 22.46
0°-10At	 Y3 	
o	 u	 d
	...........	 32	 20.00	 397	 2 4.63	 81	 36.82	 768	 42.13	 45	 27.27	 657	 37.93	 3	 _
N 00- 1O°E	 14	 8.75
	
96	 5.95	 43	 19.55
	
336
	 18.43	 30	 18,18	 274
	
15.82	 a	 »^ {
N 1 0°-20!E .... , _ ....
	 8	 5.00	 70	 4,34
	
16	 7.27
	
80	 4,39	 15	 9.09	 91	 5.25
N20o.30°E	 1	 0.63	 4
	 025
	 7	 3.18	 31	 1.70	 9	 5.46	 69	 3.98
N300-40°E	 3	 1.87	 to	 0.62	 3	 1,36	 15	 0.82	 2	 1.21	 6	 0,35	 a	 'x
11400-501 E	 -	 -	 -	 -	 4	 1.82	 13	 0.72	 2	 1.21'	 9	 0.52
N50-60°E
	
135
	 15	 0.82	 - -.
Total	 160	 1 OO 0O	 1612	 100.00	 220	 100.00	 1823'	 100.00	 165
	
100.00	 1737.
	 100.00'
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List o f Fig-tires
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1	 -^i
Fig. ( 1)	 Key Mal) showing the Location of Kharga.-Dakhla Oases
	
1	 ' :	 Area.
•	 Fig. (. 2)
	
General Drainage Maly
 of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases Area.
	
` 1 I {	 From LANDSAT-1 Satellite Images, 1973.
  
	
I'	 #	 aFig. ( 3)
	
	 Structural Lineation Ma}) of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases
Area. From LANDSAT-1 ,Satellite Images, 1973.
	
} j	 Fiig. ( 4)	 geological Map of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases Area. From
LANDSAT-1 Satellite Images, 1973.
	
C	 J,^. ' Fig. { 5)
	
	 Azimuth-Frequency Diagrams Showing the Distribution
	 #
of Structural Lineations and. Axes ° of Fold Traces in the
Different Geomorphologic Units of the Kharga-Dakhla
	 j
r	 Oases Area.	
'AGE 1bFig. ti)) :	 Frequency Curve showing the Number-Proportion Distri- C)XA'L QZJALI'bution of Structural Lineaments in the Kharga-Dalzliia
	
OF POUR	r
	
+	 Oases Area.
Fig_ 7) : Frequency Curare Showing the Length-Proportion Distri-
bution of Structural Lineaments in the Kharga-Dakhla
Oases Area.
Fig. { S) :
	
	 Frequency Distribution Curve for 310 Axes of Fold
Traces in the Kharga-Dakhla Oases Area. 
1
	#	 Fig. , 9) :	 Schematic Structural Map for Kharga Oasis.
..
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Fig. (10) : Frequency Distribution Curves for the Number and =
,.. Length Proportions of the Main Sand Dune Belts Map-
ped in the Kharga-Dakhla Oases Area at Various Years.
' Fig. (11) : Previous Geological Map of the Rharga-Dakhla Oases
Area (After the Atlas ` of Egypt, 1:1,000,000-1973).
Fig. (1:2) : Compiled Geological Map of the Kharga-Dakhla Oases
I t ,l Arena. (After the geological Map of Egypt, 1:2,000,000-
1971). l
Fig. (13) : - 11swan ,
 monumental granite following ENE-WS\A' Fault
trend, Abu Bayan.
Fig. (14) : A part of the southern limb of the double plunging anti-
r clinal fold affecting .Early Eocene and older sediments,
plateau to east Abu Bayan,
Fig. (1.5) : White to Purple Sandstone Member with highly ferrugi- ?'^
nated and silicified fracture, Eir El Mischa Road, about
50 km southwest of El Kharga town. +
Fig. (16) : Red Clay Member overlain by cleaved sandstone with
grey clay interbeds belonging to the Brown Ferruginous x	 `
t`
f
Sandstone Member, Dal^hla Oasis area. k
,§
!!ig^ (t7) ; Brown Ferruginous Sandstone Member exposed as rough
hills and ridges to the south of Gebel Taref.
E	 ,
I±i;• . (1$) BrownSandstone Member 	 shale
 
andl,lliohl
 
y Ilated s It to i^; and sand-
stone bands (dark) , north of Gebel El Teir.
Fig. (19) : Highly Ferruyinated Sandstone bed making a dark bold '	 #
+ outcrop associated with siltstone and shale
	
(bottom), #	 ^
Brown Ferruginous Sandstone Member, ' 10 km. south-i
west of El Kharga town along Bir El Misaha Road.'
l Ia ig. (20) Ferruginous partly quartZitic brown sandstone dissected
ridge forming dyke-like feature, west Abu Bayan. a	 {{`
lt
F Fig. (21) : Panorama for mart of El Kharafish-Abu Tartur Plateau 1
showing Brown Ferruginous
	
Sandstone Member,	 El
' Mahariq Formation, lharga-Dakhla Oases Phosphate Y
Formation, Lower Esna Formation and Gebel Garza
Formation; looking NE. l
Fig. (22) : Multicolour shales of El Mahariq_ Formation, 25 him north
El Kharga town. .'
. Fig. (23) : Main phosphate bed as bold exposure an Kharga-Dakhla F	 tiE
I'hoshate Formation, southern slope of "El Kharafish-
` Abu Tartur Plateau.
Fig. (24) : Sudr Formation sapping Hharga-Dakhla Pl^os p late For- 1	 :-
c r} mation, southeast of Gebel Edmonstone. A
Y
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Geology or Kliarrga-Dakhla gases Area	 Crom	 I,andsot-I	 Satellite
	 1117agc$ tY
Fik. (25) Sudr Formation shoNving the lower WhiLc Chalk Win-
ber and the Upper_Lrownislz Limvstone Member, south-
West Gebel Edn1onstone.
r
^' i",. _-016) Lower Chalky' Limestone Member of Gebel Garra. Tara-
, Wali Formation, Gebel Ell Tetr,
Fig. (27) : Lower Chalky,
 Limestone rl;ember of Gebel Sera;i 7± or-
u*uation, mnet.imes covered with lag 	 in the fore-
«. g`round, ea8t of C;obel El . g n. }
(1 (38) : Cavernous to massivo limestono bolougi.ng to the Ul7l)e
MGI11bC'1' of C;olaol
	
^ iCl'€li	 Fi11,'111Zltiolt,	 1JlLl't1y	 eove1'iq gy tl1Q
t top of Gebel IPA Teir.
Fig. (29) : Lake deposits with a remarkable orosion effect, about
10 knit north of E'l Rharba
 
town.
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